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July Program

Underground Birmingham
Where did those historic railroad tracks go when they disappeared underground at mine entrances?

Jeff Newman and Josh Box
Beneath the surface of the Birmingham metro area, where 1.5 million people live today, another world exists. This is Underground
Birmingham. A city that today is known worldwide as a medical,
engineering and financial center began as a mining and industrial
village. Abandoned mines, tunnel, ghosts and buried artifacts, along
with the old railroad tracks and beds that served them, honeycomb
the region from Trussville to Montevallo. This is history, archeology
and exploration and it is fascinating!

Jeff Newman has been exploring and documenting abandoned mines,
shafts, rail beds and associated old buildings for more than 50 years.
About six years ago, he teamed up with Josh Box. Along with their
wives, Janet Newman and April Box, their mission is to explore, photograph and record the stories of Birmingham’s subterranean world.
Make your plans to join Jeff and Josh at the Leeds Depot on Saturday,
July 20, at 1:30 pm as they shares their passion in pictures and stories.
This is an incredible past for a great city!

Editor’s Note: At Red Mountain Park, on the first
Saturday of every month, join Jeff and other park
staff members for guided hikes and amazing stories of Underground Birmingham.
Railway & Locomotive Historical Society
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Chapter News

SCHEDULE UPDATES FOR UPCOMING MEETINGS
CHANGES AND ADDITIONS
Mark your calendar and plan to attend and participate!
September 14 — No Chapter meeting. Instead of having a Chapter meeting on this day as
previously announced, the Chapter will be supporting, and helping with, the John Henry Celebration the NEXT Saturday -- See following item.
September 21 — 10:00 am to 4:00 pm — John Henry Celebration at the Historic Leeds Depot
and at other locations in downtown Leeds. Plan to attend, bring your family, enjoy the day,
be part of your Chapter's support of this public event. Additional information will be sent to
you as plans are finalized for the celebration.
October 12 — 2:00 pm at Historic Leeds Depot — NEW Chapter Meeting Date — ADD to your
calendar. TOPIC: "Seaboard Air Line Passenger Service" by Chapter member Larry Goolsby.
November 15 — 10:00 am to 11:30 am — NEW Event at Vulcan Park and Museum -- ADD to
your calendar. This event during the day on Friday is part of the Terminal Station exhibit at
Vulcan Park and Museum. TOPIC: "Let's Talk Trains" An in-depth conversation with train
and rail experts. LOCATION: Vulcan Park and Museum. Fee will be waived or paid by the
Chapter for Mid-South Chapter members.

Annual Picnic and Next
Chapter Meeting
July 20, 2019
Historic Leeds Depot
Food Setup—11:30 am
Lunch—Noon
Program—1:30pm

Member Moment
The Member Moment is a new feature for
the Mid-South Flyer.
This month we feature Matthew Stitt. If you
would like to be featured and tell your story,
please contact Warren Jones.

Railway & Locomotive Historical Society

Mid-South Flyer
The Mid-South Flyer is published bi-monthly by
the Mid-South Chapter of the Railway &
Locomotive Historical Society (R&LHS),
Inc. The R&LHS is a non-profit educational
organization dedicated to the study and
preservation of railroad history. National
and chapter dues are $50 annually and
include subscriptions to the Society’s
twice-yearly magazine Railroad History,
quarterly newsletter, and the chapter’s enewsletter, the Mid-South Flyer. Contributions, article ideas and reader comments
are welcome.
Ken Boyd, Editor
kenboydphotography@yahoo.com
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Chapter
Update
Member
moment
James Lowery, President and Treasurer
Matthew Stitt

I got interested in trains at an early age. I remember my Dad bringing home a train set from one of his trips to Europe; he
was in the U.S. Navy and flew around the world. Also, it probably helped that my Grandfather on my mother's side worked
for the railroad in Altoona, Pennsylvania, along with several other relatives.
When the family moved to Illinois upon my Dad's retirement, I found the CRI&P (Rock Island) Railroad. This was during the
death spiral of the Rock Island. I started taking pictures and visiting the yard at Silvis, Illinois, collecting some things after
the railroad died and as artifacts related to the line came available. This started my collecting of railroad related items.
When I moved to Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, I encountered the Central Oklahoma Chapter of the National Railroad Historical
Society (NRHS). There were a couple of members who were crazy enough to attempt to make an ex-Burlington Northern
(ex-Northern Pacific) F9A, which had been donated to the chapter, run again. I joined those people, and became greatly
involved in the chapter. When a plan by other members to start an excursion train service began coming together, I eventually found myself in complete charge of that operation. Working with other chapter members, an ex-Santa Fe dining car
was located and purchased, then an ex-Great Northern coach was acquired. A small, short-line railroad located on ex-Rock
Island branch line trackage was amenable to our train operation, and the chapter was in the Dinner Train business, with me
as the business manager. The F9A became the primary locomotive when it passed its FRA operational inspection, and I was
allowed to sign the "Blue Card.”
I also worked with Union Pacific Railroad in sponsorship and operation of a
steam-powered Challenger (3985)
excursion through Oklahoma in 1992.
At one time, my name was given to
the FRA for certification on D-22
(passenger) brake systems, and 26L
(locomotive) brake systems. In addition, I learned inspection routines for
locomotives and passenger and freight
cars.
Later, I moved to Birmingham, Alabama, and initially joined the Heart of
Dixie Chapter of the NRHS and began
becoming involved in their operations.
Unfortunately, life got in the way, and
I became dormant for many years.

Challenger Photo by Ken Boyd

Now, I have found the Mid-South
Chapter of the Railway and Locomotive Society (R&LHS) along with the Steel City division of the National Model Railroad Association (NMRA), and the Wrecking
Crew model railroad club.
I also have a sizeable collection of railroad employee time tables and locomotive operators’ manuals, mostly EMD engine
repair manuals. Probably one of my most treasured items is an ex-Chicago and Northwestern (C&NW) Conductor's uniform
from the Chicago commuter lines.
Finally, and of course, I am totally in love with steam locomotives!

Railway & Locomotive Historical Society
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New Birmingham Terminal Station EXHIBIT
At VulcaN Park & Museum

Birmingham’s iconic Terminal Station is being commemorated in an exhibit at Vulcan Park & Museum honoring Alabama’s Bicentennial year. The exhibit’s central attraction is a nine-foot scale model of the station, seen
here displayed with drawings of the station. Constructed by Mid-South Chapter member Gene Clements, the
1/48th “O-scale” station model was built from the original architectural drawings and contains hundreds of
individual hand-cut elements. The model will remain on display at Vulcan Museum’s Linn-Henley Gallery
through December 2019, after which time it will go on permanent display as part of the planned Terminal
Station exhibit at the historic Leeds Depot.
On Friday, November 15, at 10:00 am,
members of the Mid-South Chapter will
participate in a Vulcan-sponsored panel
discussion on the station. More details
will be provided in the Mid-South Flyer and
during upcoming Chapter meetings.

Gene Clements and Marvin Clemons at
Vulcan Park & Museum.
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Transcontinental Railroad
Postage Stamps for collectors
Ken Boyd

(Left) 150th Anniversary
Transcontinental Railroad
Commentative Stamps
Are Currently Available from the
Postal Service.
(Below) 75th Anniversary
Transcontinental Railroad Stamp from 1944.

The U.S. Postal Service has once again marked an anniversary of the completion of the First Transcontinental Railroad,
and this time with three beautiful and collectible forever gold foil stamps in a panel of 18 stamps. One stamp features
the Jupiter locomotive that powered the train carrying the officers and guest of the Central Pacific Railroad, another
stamp features the No. 119 locomotive that powered the train carrying the Union Pacific Railroad officers and guests
and a central stamp illustrates the famous golden spite. The stamps are available in local post offices or by online order for $9.90 for a sheet of 18. A boxed collector set with other assorted and historic information can be ordered from
the Postal Service for $79.95.
A 1944 3¢ Transcontinental Railroad stamp is fairly common and readily available from independent sources in unused
condition for about $4.00 for 10 stamps.

Railway & Locomotive Historical Society
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Why the Big Boy 4014 is Such a Bad Train
Reprinted from Popular Mechanics online, ©2019 Hearst Magazine Media, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Americans like things big. Big like Texas, big like the rolling
Mississippi, big like the heaviest made-out-of-butter cow
sculpture. They also like things with big meanings, like the
Declaration of Independence, D-Day, and the driving of the
golden spike to join the rails of the first transcontinental railroad, connecting the Central Pacific and Union Pacific lines
on May 10, 1869 at Promontory, Utah.

The museum had rail enthusiasts from around the world
making trips to L.A just to see the Big Boy, says Paul Guercio,
the Vice Chairman of the Southern California Chapter of the
Railway and Locomotive Historical Society, and a volunteer
at RailGiants since 1989.

“Virtually everyone responded to it with awe just because of
the sheer size of it,” Guercio says. “Most serious railfans had
The 150th anniversary of that unifying event recently took
seen a Big Boy at one time or another, as there are eight of
place, and the commemoration welcomed a merging of that them preserved around the country. But even if someone
metaphorical big with the literal: the return to service of one has seen one before, it’s so big that it’s hard to get enough
of the most heralded—and biggest—locomotives of all time. of it.”
The steam-driven locomotive might seem like a relic of byHOW BIG IS BIG?
gone days, but tell that to the people cheering all the way to
the clouds when the Big Boy 4014 pulled into Ogden for the
Golden Spike ceremony, a steaming nova among other star
We’ll get into Union Pacific’s Olympian restoration of the
locomotives.
4014, but first we need to get some numbers out of the way.
Big Boys they were and are: At 132 feet long, their frames
Big Boy’s journey wasn’t an easy one; its roaring up the cere- had to be articulated, essentially, hinged so they could navimonial rails seemed an improbable gamble, considering that gate curves. They weigh 1.2 million pounds, which means
all eight existing units (of the 25 built for Union Pacific) of the that any long-term forward motion necessitated their 56,000
Big-Boy-class steam engines had been decommissioned long -pound coal capacity and their 24,000-gallon water capacity
ago. The 4014 was retired in late 1961, and spent the next 52 to perpetually push those massive pistons with steam.
years eliciting gasps and whoops of delight at the RailGiants
Train Museum in Pomona, California.
Railway & Locomotive Historical Society
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The girth required a 4-8-8-4 wheel configuration to keep that
thing rock-steady on the rails. With a puny 7,000 horsepower, Big Boys had a maximum tractive power of 135,375
pounds. Don’t worry if you can’t easily envision 135,375
pounds. Just know it could pull like heck.
Though the 4014 wasn’t operational when it arrived at Rail
Giants, in later exhibition years its general maintenance was
sustained by generous grants from entities like ExxonMobil
and Boeing. There were some challenges. “One factor was
the availability of tools,” says Guercio. “Basically, the organization had no tools, so members supplied their own.”
Of course, most people don’t own tools of the size and type
needed to maintain something as large as a Big Boy.

ject.”
Several Big Boys had been preserved in varying states of condition around the country, gifts to museums and municipalities from Union Pacific. But as a practical matter, nobody had
the industrial capacity to even consider restoring one—
except for Union Pacific.
When Union Pacific decided to bring a Big Boy back to life,
they toured the country to examine the eight existing engines to see which was most suitable. To their surprise, Rail
Giants and Big Boy alumni had been lubricating the 4014’s
running gear for decades in hopes it might one day run
again.

"EVEN IF SOMEONE HAS SEEN A BIG BOY BEFORE,
IT’S SO BIG THAT IT’S HARD TO GET ENOUGH OF IT."
“Once again, I was aided by ExxonMobil, who loaned me
tools over weekends to work at the museum,” Guercio says.
“My colleagues at work were also very helpful. While there
were no steam locomotives in an oil refinery, there were
plenty of very large machines and boilers, so I had access to
the knowledge base of people who do this type of maintenance work every day. It was a privilege to work on such a
magnificent machine.”

DIESEL PULLED A FAST ONE

“I don’t think anyone really thought it would ever happen,
but there was a very few of us who had hope and did our
best to preserve it so that if the day ever came, 4014 would
be a good candidate,” says Guercio. “My reaction to UP’s
request was to give them the keys to the locomotive on the
spot. There was no doubt they could take better care of it
than the museum ever could, and if anyone was going to
restore one to operational status, there was no one better
than Union Pacific.”

Even mild rail enthusiasts know that steam engines were
being supplanted by diesel-electrics as early as the 1940s.
Blame economics: Instead of a massive single steam engine,
diesels could be daisy-chained together and controlled from
the lead engine. Steam engines can take hours to build up
steam to power the locomotive and required nearcontinuous servicing, much unlike the “get in and go” diesel.
But Union Pacific never abandoned steam completely. The
railroad’s 844 steam operated in revenue capacities until the
early ‘60s and has since been employed essentially for excursion trains aimed at railroad aficionados. The 844 is no
slouch itself in regards to size, but it’s still a little brother to
Big Boy.
The last 40 years have seen a growing movement to acquire
and restore industrial-sized steam locomotives—mostly by
private groups of enthusiasts. The one question, oft repeated, was “When will someone restore a Big Boy?” The conventional wisdom was, “Never. Too big and complex a pro-
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The Big Boy weighs 1.2 million pounds, which means that
any long-term forward motion necessitated its 56,000pound coal capacity and its 24,000-gallon water capacity to
perpetually push those massive pistons with steam.
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Run Like the Dickens
Restoring something as complex as the boiler and running
gear of a supersized vintage locomotive isn’t for the faint of
heart. But Union Pacific’s designers, machinists, and engineers had both technical expertise with steam and the serious railfan’s enthusiasm to pursue the work through all the
tangled courses it would take.
Ed Dickens, Senior Manager of Steam and Heritage operations at UP, headed a team of nine full-time employees, who
worked tirelessly on the locomotive for two and a half years.
Heavily weighted in the decision to restore the 4014 was its
boiler. In a mid-restoration video in early 2018, Dickens says,
“I wanted the 4014 over all the other Big Boys for this reason:
It had less corrosion and it was less worn out. Some of the
machines on other locomotives were a little bit better, but on
balance the boiler was in the best condition. When you’re
talking about a big 300-pound-pressure vessel, you want to
have 100 percent of that boiler in the best condition you can
make it.”
The Big Boys were significant design and engineering achievements; it’s not hyperbole to say they were an ultimate expression of American art and science. Their service record of
pulling huge loads of freight trains across steep grades in
Utah’s Wasatch Mountains and the Rockies is stellar. And
records, painstakingly kept at UP, were integral to the successful restoration of the engine. Union Pacific not only had
detailed operating records and maintenance histories, but
they also had the original blueprints, schematics, and design
documents of the locomotives.
Bend Some Steel, Boot Some CPUs
The original—and gigantic—steam shop in Cheyenne, Wyoming had been converted to service diesel locomotives; the
4014’s restoration demanded the reconfiguring of that steam
shop. Further digging into rail archeology: some original
steam-engine tools had to be reconditioned or remanufactured.
That these were not small undertakings can’t be overstated.
Dickens and his team farmed out the fabrication of the biggest needed parts to highly selected vendors, while hundreds
of other parts were fabricated in Cheyenne based on UP’s
original Big Boy designs.

A team of nine full-time Union Pacific employees worked tirelessly
on restoring the locomotive for two and a half years.
COURTESY OF UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD

wanted to do everything we could to make sure the railroad
has the best serviceable locomotive we can, which means it’s
not going to be cheap, it’s not going to be easy, and we’re
not going to be done tomorrow.”
Dickens says he and his team would’ve done a disservice to
railfans if they didn’t properly handle the steam locomotives.
“You want to see them fired correctly,” he says in the video,

"THERE’S JUST NOTHING LIKE
A BIG BOY."
“not a bunch of smoke and a bunch of amateur stuff going on
that eventually can damage the locomotive and make your
life really hard.”

Part of making those good parts involved something much
more modern than forges and lathes: Dickens and crew used
“I don’t know if anybody’s ever had an engine and tender
modern computer-aided design software (CAD) to achieve
come apart on you at 60 miles an hour, but it’s not something spec accuracy for parts as good or better than the original. He
I want to live through, so we’re gonna go with new parts,”
had his choice of steels and other materials superior to byDickens says in the video. “We’re talking about a Big Boy: We gone production, as well as the luxury of making modern imweren’t just going to restore it enough to get it running. We provements to piping and other systems.
Railway & Locomotive Historical Society
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Union Pacific estimates about 60 percent of the locomotive is made from newly machined parts.
SCOTT DOBRY PICTURES INC

So Dickens took the original drawings and his team’s foreman, Austin Baker, redrew them in their CAD system. He
estimates about 60 percent of the locomotive is made from
newly machined parts.

“The time constraint was our biggest challenge,” Dickens
tells Popular Mechanics. “We originally planned five years
for restoration; however, we rebuilt the 844 during that
window and completed Big Boy’s restoration in about two
and a half years. Even though we weren’t working on the
Big Boy the entire time, we used our time wisely to source
Thus, Dickens’ goal: “We’ve got to make this thing rocksolid 100 percent, which means it’s subjected to the hydro- materials, equipment, etc. Some of the parts needed took
two years to be delivered.”
static pressure beyond the maximum allowable working
pressure,” he says in the video. “If it fails at 300 psi, we
won’t be with you, and others could be hurt. You’ve got a
Those concerted efforts bore fruit. “There’s an enormous
fire in there that’s burning 7,000 horsepower worth of fuel sense of pride, not just for me and the Steam crew, but the
and that heat is conducting through all of those metal sur- entire company. Many, many departments—from Corporate Relations to Supply and Operating—played a part in
faces. It’s not like a little pot boiling on your stove.”
making the restoration a success,” says Dickens.
Feeding the Beast
Speaking of fuel, Big Boy’s burn no longer comes from
What’s in a Name?
thousands of pounds of coal. Coal served the Big Boy’s ravenous appetite in the past, but that tremendous hunger
mandated coal and water stops for constant replenishThe locomotives were originally designated “Wasatch
ment; at full steam, a Big Boy engine would consume the
Class” engines. But that name went nowhere once a
tender’s coal and water supply in two hours. Converting
stealthy factory hand got to work.
the system to burn fuel oil solved that problem, and was a
bit more environmentally conscious as well.
“One other thought that I feel still holds true today just as
Reflecting on the whole of restoration, Dickens didn’t single
out any parts, suppliers or design goal as the biggest challenge. Instead, there was the kind of pressure that builds
up in a Big Boy boiler: time.

Railway & Locomotive Historical Society

it did in 1941,” says Guercio, “is that there’s a lot in the
name, an appeal that transcends generations. The simplicity of a chalk mark written on the smokebox door by an unknown machinist. The name stuck, and just as Union Pacific
took every opportunity to capitalize on it back in the 1940s,
it still works today. There’s just nothing like a Big Boy.”
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Union Pacific originally planned five years for restoration; however, UP rebuilt the 844 during
that window and completed Big Boy’s restoration in about two and a half years.
SCOTT DOBRY PICTURES INC

What’s in a Name?

ticular fascination will have to wait, but on the factual side,
we definitively know railfans will have a source of exultation
The locomotives were originally designated “Wasatch Class” across the Union Pacific system this summer, because the Big
engines. But that name went nowhere once a stealthy factory Boy is going on tour, with many dates and stops.
hand got to work.
If you feel a rumble and hear that signature sound, get to the
“One other thought that I feel still holds true today just as it station. You won’t want to miss it.
did in 1941,” says Guercio, “is that there’s a lot in the name,
an appeal that transcends generations. The simplicity of a
chalk mark written on the smokebox door by an unknown
machinist. The name stuck, and just as Union Pacific took
every opportunity to capitalize on it back in the 1940s, it still
works today. There’s just nothing like a Big Boy.”
And the locomotive’s sound lives up to the name.
“The sound of the steam locomotive is something that it gets
in your mind, and maybe that was the thing that really got
me into steam locomotives: the whistle and the sound they
made,” Dickens says in the video. “Being of a different generation that had never seen steam locomotives operating, I
couldn’t relate to them like the generation that saw them,
but there’s something about the steam locomotive that’s just
The Big Boys were significant design and engineering achievefascinating,” he says.
Rumors on the rail say that Big Boy might be used for special
excursions, and possibly even to pull freight again. That parRailway & Locomotive Historical Society

ments; it’s not hyperbole to say they were an ultimate expression of American art and science.
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Southern Crescent eastbound at Leeds
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